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labour of love

>> HANS + MACRO PHOTOGRAPHY
Hans Smid, senior researcher at the Laboratory of Entomology

‘You can easily steer insects’
It is a kind of portrait photography really, says Hans
Smid. Just very small-scale. Smid snaps insects,
preferably at home in the studio. ‘I want to get
photographs in which they show their natural
behaviour. I get this to happen by luring them
appropriately. By distracting them, for instance, or by
giving them food. That is my approach.’ It certainly
produces fascinating portraits. And they are for sale on
www.bugsinthepicture.com. RK / Foto: Guy Ackermans
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NEXUS
For ﬁve years we Resource editors have worked in the ‘transit building’ that was
initially intended to house temporarily homeless departments. We saw IT workers, soil scientists and in-company doctors come and – usually – go again after
a brief sojourn. It felt a bit like being permanent residents in a hotel: not always
peaceful but certainly lively.
And now it is our turn to shift to a new permanent home. We are moving into
Nexus, a small building at the junction between the Bornsesteeg and the Akkermaalsbos. Genuine 1950s but apparently worth preserving. Not as hip as Orion
of course, but visible and on the beaten track for campus users. Perhaps the perfect spot for a bunch of journalists.
Rob Goossens

>> New teaching building Orion will
be in business from 6 May. | P.16
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Wageningen UR has given the
impression of having produced
science to order, concludes
national ombudsman Alex
Brenninkmeijer in a report that
was published on 11 April. He
produced this report at the request
of researcher ‘X’ at Alterra who
came into conﬂict with the
university six years ago about the
publication of his research data.
In a study conducted back then
for the Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency (PBL), X
concluded that groundwater levels
were being measured incorrectly,
which meant that the extent of
drying out was less than assumed
by the government. However, PBL
disagreed with the conclusions
and consequently the report was

only published two and a half years
later. In the meantime, a second
study of the same subject that
came to different conclusions was
published more quickly. As a
result, it remained unclear that
there might be doubts about the
accuracy of the groundwater level
measurements.
According to the ombudsman,
this state of affairs gives the impression that Wageningen UR
gives higher priority to good relations with its client PBL than to free
scientiﬁc debate about all research
results. In a press release, Wageningen UR denies letting the relationship with the client take precedence over timely publication of
the research report. The researcher
had already published parts of the
report in scientiﬁc journals and
the report itself was eventually published. The measurements of the
groundwater levels were correct
but there were doubts about the
conclusions he drew from those
measurements, says Wageningen
UR. That was a scientiﬁc difference

of opinion. It is still unclear who is
right in terms of the science.
,03$,5('5(/$7,216+,3
At the time, the issue prompted researcher X to make use of Wageningen UR’s whistle-blower scheme.
In the meantime, the relationship
with Alterra deteriorated. X came
into conﬂict with a working group
that assessed the scientiﬁc question. Eventually, last year, the court
terminated the whistle-blower’s
employment contract because of
the impaired relationship. The
judge ruled that the source of the
dispute lay with Alterra because it
did not publish the researcher’s report. But he also concluded that
the researcher was increasingly
ﬁghting a lonely battle against injustice, whereas after the late publication the employer could not
be blamed for anything. X submitted three whistle-blower reports.
The ombudsman is now the third
party to assess his complaint, after
Wageningen UR and the municipality. $6+23

'81*5(6($5&+0$1<5$765(6,67$177232,621

%DVWLDDQ0HHUEXUJRI/LYHVWRFN5HVHDUFK OHIWRQWKHSKRWR DVNHGWKH'XWFKSXEOLFODVW$XJXVWWRVHQGUDWGURSSLQJV
WRKLVODE+HZDQWHGWRXVHD'1$DQDO\VLVWRŊQGRXWKRZPDQ\ZLOGUDWVDUHUHVLVWDQWWRUDWSRLVRQ+HUHFHLYHG
HQYHORSHVFRQWDLQLQJUDWGURSSLQJVDQGRIWKHPWXUQHGRXWWREHVXLWDEOHIRUDQDO\VLV2QHTXDUWHURIWKH
DQLPDOVVWXGLHGVKRZHGOLWWOHRUQRVHQVLWLYLW\WRUDWSRLVRQ7KHVHUHVLVWDQWUDWVFDQUHSURGXFHEHWWHUVZHOOLQJWKH
QXPEHUVRIUHVLVWDQWUDWV0HHUEXUJéVJURXSQRZZDQWVWRŊQGRXWLIWKHUDWVéJHQHVPXWDWHWRDUPWKHPDJDLQVWWKH
SRLVRQ $6IRWR*X\$FNHUPDQV
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ð 1HZPHWKRGGHWHUPLQHVDJHRI
VHGLPHQWV

The Dutch Centre for
Luminescence Dating was opened
this week in Atlas. The Delft
laboratory moved together with
the new professor of Soil
Geography and Landscape Jacob
Wallinga. He is director of the
NCL, which he set up at the
Technical University of Delft ten
years ago with support from
science research council NWO.
Luminescence dating is a still
fairly new method of determining
when sand was deposited as
sediment. The method makes use
of weak light signals given off by
some minerals (quartz and
feldspar) in sand when exposed to
light. The strength of this
‘luminescence’ is related to the
length of time the material was
stored in the soil. In this context
sand does not need an hourglass
around it to tell the time.
7+(5,*+73/$&(
The move to Wageningen marks
the NCL’s coming of age, says
Wallinga. ‘In Delft we were in a
technical and physics-oriented
environment. That was perfect for
developing the technique but we
depended on external parties for
its application. Here in
Wageningen we are in the right
place for applying the technique.’
The NCL is housed on the
second ﬂoor in Atlas, where the
kind of darkroom has been created
that is necessary for the
measurements. The lab is a
collaboration between various
universities including
Wageningen, Deltares and the
national service for cultural
heritage. It will therefore work not
only for Wageningen research
projects but also for external
clients.’ RK
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The recently published 2013
edition of the Dutch University
Guide for Master’s degrees has
concluded that Wageningen MSc
programmes are, with a few
exceptions, of high quality. The

MSc in Earth & Environment was
the pick of the litter, but,
according to the Guide, you can’t
go far wrong with any of the MSc
programmes at Wageningen. They
all score above average, with the
exception of Landscape
Architecture. A surprising
anomaly, the Guide claims.
‘Unusually for the WUR, neither
students nor experts could point
out particular strengths of that
programme.’

The University Guide also takes
into account the tuition fees
universities charge for a second
Master’s degree. Some universities
charge thousands of euros more
than others. Wageningen charges
9,480 euros for social science and
science MSc programmes and
14,750 euros for medical
programmes such as
Biotechnology. That’s considerably
more than mandatory fee of 1,835
euros, but still cheaper than most

other universities. Only the
technical universities Delft and
Eindhoven stick to the low
mandatory rate.
Student organizations ISO and
LSVb call the price differences
between second Master’s
programmes ‘shockingly large’
and ‘absurd’. They want minister
Bussemaker to make sure a second
Master’s degree remains an
affordable option. /YG1+23

LQEULHI
ǋǋ%$&+(/25é6

2SHQGD\
On 13 April, 15,000 high school students
came to the Bachelor’s open day in
Wageningen, an increase of more than
30 percent on last year. The number of
provisional enrolments is also 13 percent
higher than last year. That makes it likely
that the next academic year will see
another rise in the number of students.
The social media team was busy on the
day itself answering questions on Twitter
and Facebook. The next open day for
Bachelor’s degrees, in November, will be
partly held in Orion for the ﬁrst time. %0

ǋǋ5,-19(67(

6XVWDLQDELOLW\&KDOOHQJH
Green Oﬃce Wageningen and Idealis
have launched a joint sustainability
competition for students housed in
Rijnveste. Every month, a ‘house prize’
will be awarded to the house with the
lowest energy consumption. The aim of
the Challenge is to encourage Rijnveste
tenants to be as economical as possible
in their use of gas and electricity. Every
house in the new Idealis complex has its

own gas and electricity meter, which
makes it possible to compare the
diﬀerent houses. All the houses
automatically take part unless they
explicitly opt out. The Rijnveste
Sustainability Challenge Accepted will
run until the end of 2013. At the end of
the year, there will be a special prize for
/YG1
the most sustainable house.

ǋǋ'82('8&$7,21$*(1&<

3XEOLFWUDQVSRUWFDUG
Student organizations are being
inundated with complaints from students
who do not know how to cancel their
public transport card. Students who have
ﬁnished their degree and forget to cancel
their public transport card on time are
ﬁned 97 euros for every two weeks by
DUO. The national students’ union LSVb
says many students do not realise they
have to cancel the card themselves, or
do not know how to do so. DUO is
surprised by the confusion as all aﬀected
students are sent a letter stating when
and how they should cancel their travel
product. The students’ union claims not
+23
everyone has received that letter.

6&+$0,1(ǉǉ
6&+$0,1((ǉǉ
)RUJRWWHQYHJHWDEOHV
I keep reading recently about ‘forgotten vegetables’. Is
this sudden interest in them a protest against creeping
standardization and globalization or is it simply nostalgia
for the past? I don’t know. But there is even a real live
forgotten vegetables association, launched ten years ago,
and a ‘festival of forgotten vegetables’ is held every year in
Beestel in Limburg. Jerusalem artichokes, salsify,
cardoon, parsnips or perennial kale – they all take their
place in an almost endless procession of bulbs, roots and
leaves.
The one that appeals most to my imagination is camelina,
known in the past as gold-of-pleasure (and huttentut in
Dutch), which used to be grown as an oil seed crop, often
together with ﬂax. The leaves were eaten as vegetables and
the stalks were used for brooms. A new sub-species grew
out of the cultivated variety, with seeds the same size and
shape as those of ﬂax. This is how the plants tried to
escape extermination, but to no avail. False ﬂax was last
spotted in this country in 1931 in Watergraafsmeer near
Amsterdam.
In the forgotten vegetables stories, they are lauded for
their ﬂavours – some on the sour side, others crisper –
much as if they were vintage wines. The internet is
bursting with recipes, cook books are dedicated to them
and top chefs are including old-fashioned vegetables
grown on Dutch soil in their favourite dishes. So what if
they now disappear anyway? To be honest I doubt whether
I would miss the taste of the Jerusalem artichoke, parsnip
or gold-of-pleasure. But I would certainly miss all those
lovely names that so enrich our languages. -RRS6FKDPLQ«H
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In the near future international
students will no longer have to
apply for their residence permits
themselves. From the next academic year this process will be the
responsibility of the university. A
new immigration law comes into
force on 1 July 2013: something the
government wants because the
current legislation for international students involves too much red
tape. And that does not ﬁt well
with the Dutch ambition to make
its name as a knowledge hub.
The main impact of the new law
will be to make life easier for
international students, says Jeroen
Ouburg, team leader of the
International Student Service
Centre. ‘Wageningen University
will become the contact point for
the Immigration and

Naturalization Service for all
international students. Students
will no longer have direct contact
with the IND and will not have to
ﬁll in forms or answer incomprehensible letters. They can concentrate entirely on their studies.’
9$/,'/21*(5
The new law ensures that all the
procedures go quite a bit faster. Up
to now students wanting to come
and study in the Netherlands have
to arrange an entry visa through
the university before setting off,
and then on arrival they have to
apply to the IND for a residence
permit. In the new system
Wageningen will submit a
combined application for a visa
and a residence permit. Moreover,
the residence permit will now be
valid for the nominal duration of
their degree programme plus three
months. Currently the residence
permit is only valid for a year.
Ouburg: ‘The student then has to
renew the permit every year at the
IND, with all the red tape that

1:2)81'6)22'
6(&85,7<5(6($5&+
involves. It takes six to eight weeks
every time.’
Under the new law the
responsibilities of the university
are extended considerably. ‘It gives
us a lot of extra work,’
acknowledges Ouburg. But that is
outweighed by the advantages for
students, he thinks. There is one
disadvantage though, says Ouburg.
Because the IND will no longer
have direct contact with the
students, the university is obliged
from the academic year of
2013/2014 to report on whether
they have made satisfactory
progress in their studies. Every
international student must gain a
minimum of 50 percent of the
nominal study points. If they do
not manage that, their residence
permit expires. ‘The IND wants us
to check whether the student really
is studying and there are sure to be
some student who don’t manage
to achieve the norm. We are going
to have to report that to the IND.
Sending a student away is not nice
for anybody.’ /YG1

:$*(1,1*(12/<03,&6
7HDP&KLQDZDVWKHPRVW
IDQDWLFDORIWKHPDOODWWKH
:DJHQLQJHQ2O\PSLFVRQ
$SULO7KHLUWZR
FRDFKHVKDGWKRXJKWXSD
VWUDWHJ\IRUVXFFHVVLQDOO
WKHFRPSHWLWLRQV7RQR
DYDLO6SDLQFDPHŊUVW
EHDWLQJQRWMXVW&KLQDEXW
DOVRWHDPVIURP0H[LFR
$PHODQG,UDQDQG$QWLJXD
%DUEDGRV
5HFWRUPDJQLŊFXV0DUWRQ
.URSŉODXQFKHGWKHJDPHV
E\UXQQLQJDURXQGWKH
WUDFNZLWKDWRUFKDQG
OLJKWLQJWKH2O\PSLF
ŋDPH$IWHUDSURSHU
ZDUPLQJXSVHVVLRQ
VWXGHQWVFRPSHWHGLQVXFK
JDPHVDVWZLVWHUVKRWSXWDQG
WMRHNEDO7KH2O\PSLFVDUHDMRLQ

YHQWXUHEHWZHHQ7K\PRV,VRZDQG
,[(61DZD\RIJHWWLQJVWXGHQWVRI

GLŉHUHQWQDWLRQDOLWLHVWRJHWKHUIRU
VSRUWV 10SKRWR/HQQDUW9HUKRHYHQ

ð :RWURSURJUDPPHJHWVQHZ
OHDVHRIOLIH
ð 5HVHDUFKHUVDUHUHTXLUHGWR
FROODERUDWHZLWK1*2VDQG
FRPSDQLHV

Together with the ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Dutch national research council NWO is going to
fund research in the ﬁeld of food
security. In the Food and Business
Global Challenges programme, scientists, companies and civil society
organizations can work together to
increase food security in developing countries. Funding to the tune
of 3.5 million euros is available this
year, and this will rise to 26 million
over the next few years.
Foreign Affairs plans to establish ﬁve knowledge platforms for
the spearheads of its development
policy. Besides food security, these
are water, women’s rights, security
and economic growth. The food
programme is the ﬁrst to be up and
running. The programme is of interest to Wageningen researchers
who have done research on development-related issues through the
NWO department Wotro. Government budget cuts brought the Wotro programme to a standstill for a
while, but it gets a new lease of life
now through the renewed collaboration with the ministry.
It was already a condition for
funding for the Wotro programme
that researchers and civil society organizations should collaborate intensively, says Domien Huijbregts
of NWO. In the new setup both these parties are also required to work
with the business world. The knowledge platform for food security at
the ministry will be linked with the
Agri&Food and Horticulture & Propagation Materials top sectors, in
which researchers are already working with businesses. ‘This role for
the business world is new for us,’
says Huijbregts. ‘The idea is that it
will enable us to build a strong
bridge between scientiﬁc research
and the application of the research
results.’ AS
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What would Wageningen be without Wageningen UR? The answer
is: a sleepy little provincial town.
Like Culemborg, only more so. But
Wageningen is no Culemborg. Hot
off the press, a new History of Wageningen shows why that is and
how big an inﬂuence the university
and its institutes have been on the
city. The eye-catching and attractively designed book (1.5 kilos, 384 pages, hundreds of illustrations) is a
gift to the city from the Publicaties
Wageningen 750 foundation.
The aim of this book’s creators
is clear: to show what is distinctive
and special about Wageningen. In
which case there is no way around
the university. Leo Klep, editor of

‘IT WAS
PRACTICALLY
A WAR ZONE’

the book and onetime editor-inchief of Resource’s predecessor,
sketches the history of agricultural
education in Wageningen. That
history starts on Monday 8
September 1873 when the ﬁrst
handful of students attended the
ﬁrst class at the new provincial
agriculture school. The provincial
school became the national
agriculture school and eventually
gained academic status and
became a college of higher
agricultural education in 1918. A
noticeable constant factor
throughout its history is the
enthusiasm for building projects.
The city of Wageningen has been
shaped by continuous expansion
of the university and its institutes.
The creation of the current
campus at the Born is the latest
phase in this long tradition.
/((8:(1%25&+
Wageningen UR sponsored the

Where was your team when it happened?
‘We had all completed the marathon.
We had had a drink and a doughnut at a café
a couple of hundred metres away from the
place where the bomb went off later.
We were just sitting in the metro to go back
to our rented house outside town when the
ﬁrst photos came through on the social
media.’

book. But its input goes
beyond ﬁnancial
support. Emeritus
professor Jelle Vervloet
(Historical geography of
the Dutch Landscape)
contributes a substantial
chapter which shows
with the help of
beautiful new maps how
‘Wageningen’ has fared
since prehistoric days.
Students (or staff) who
imagine the name
Leeuwenborch has
anything to do with
lions: take heed. A
leeuwen was a rural
settlement on the edge
of a village green. The green was at
the site of the Hoevestein
crossroads and the watering place
for the cattle is still there! And
leeuw means burial mound. In
passing, Vervloet deﬂates the myth
that the name Wageningen goes

back to the histories of the Roman
historian Tacitus. Wishful
thinking. Historic as it may be,
Wageningen is not that old. RK
Geschiedenis van Wageningen.
Publisher: Uitgeverij Blauwdruk.

Q827(
‘Just seen on TV that the programme ‘I love Beatrix’ is sponsored by
‘Tango Mango’, Dr Oetker’s coronation cheesecake. Brilliant.’
Ingrid Hijman, executive secretary at the LEI, is amazed by the commercial
side of the last Queen’s Day. (twitter, 22 April)

.,72

What did the city look like after that?
‘A total transformation. The marathon
started as an incredible party. More than
500,000 spectators were cheering us on and
waving banners with funny texts. A great
atmosphere. After the attack I went back into
town with someone else. The contrast could
not have been greater. Loads of police, road
blocks with Hummers with sirens,
commandos with machine guns. Practically
a war zone.’

:KR"Gaby van Caulil
:KDW"Editor-in-chief
at Resource
:K\"Ran in the Boston
marathon when there
was a bomb attack

The NOS news programme found you quickly
enough.
‘It is incredible how quickly that goes. I
spoke to de Volkskrant, NOS op 3, NRC and
Omroep Gelderland. I guess it’s logical.
Of the 73 Dutch taking part we were the
biggest group and the one with the fastest
runners.’ 5*

4XDUWHURIDOOEURZQUDWVLPPXQHWRSRLVRQ
/XFNLO\WKHNLQJéVVRQJVWLOOZRUNV
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screening systems. There is an urgent need for government measures to combat the illegal usage of
clenbuterol in animal farming,
claims the institute.

ð &OHQEXWHUROLQPHDWPD\KDYH
EHHQUHVSRQVLEOHIRUSRVLWLYH
GRSLQJWHVWV
ð è,OOHJDOXVHRIFOHQEXWHURO
PXVWEHWDFNOHGé

A study, commissioned by FIFA
and conducted by Wageningen UR
research institute Rikilt, has found
that the illegal use of clenbuterol
in animal farming may have inﬂuenced the results of doping tests in
various sports. The Rikilt study investigated meat and food samples
from Mexican hotels in which football teams stayed during the 2011
U-17 FIFA World Cup. Clenbuterol,
a growth-promoting drug, was
found in almost one third of the
samples. Meanwhile, a doping lab
in Cologne, working in collaboration with Rikilt, tested urine samples collected from footballers
who stayed at the Mexican hotels.
Over a third of these also proved to
contain clenbuterol.
Only in 5 of the 24 participating
teams did no clenbuterol at all
show up. At least one of these

:DVDOOHJHGGRSLQJRŉHQGHU$OEHUWR&RQWDGRUDYLFWLPRIFRQWDPLQDWHG
PHDW"

teams had been put on a vegetarian diet, following a Mexican government warning about contaminated meat. The warning came after
players in the Mexican national
team had tested positive for clenbuterol earlier in 2011. It was also

common knowledge that Mexican
farmers regularly made use of illegal growth stimulants.
Rikilt’s research shows that
meat containing clenbuterol can
cause big problems for elite athletes who are subject to anti-doping

&217$'25
Rikilt is also looking into the alleged doping use by Alberto Contador who, in 2010, was found to have 0.00000000005 g/mL of clenbuterol in his blood. Contador’s defence claimed it must have been
ingested inadvertently through
contaminated meat. Rikilt, commissioned by the World Anti-Doping Agency, is now attempting to
determine whether the clenbuterol
in Contador’s blood stemmed
from a doping pill or a steak. To
achieve this, the institute is developing a new technique which can
differentiate the two optical isomers of clenbuterol. Both types occur in equal quantities in pills, but
steak contains primarily the active
variant. Rikilt hopes to have conclusive evidence by the end of the
year to determine whether or not
Contador was a victim of contaminated meat. $6

())2576726$9(6.</$5.0,667+(0$5.
ð )LHOGPDUJLQVQRWDOZD\VLQ
ULJKWSODFHV
ð /DUNVSUHIHUWRIRUDJHOHVVWKDQ
PHWUHVIURPQHVW

Skylarks love ﬁeld margins. But
many of them are in the wrong
place for the birds. The skylark is
not thriving in the Netherlands.
There are estimated to be only
50,000 breeding pairs left: just four
percent of the population 50 years
ago. The reason is intensive
agriculture. Nests are mown into
the ground and the food supply is
scarce in monoculture ﬁelds. For
years now, nature managers and
farmers have been trying to
address this by creating diverse
ﬁeld margins.

But does it help? In other
words, what do the larks think of
these strips of undisturbed
foraging ground? Marije Kuiper
investigated this question in the
Oldambt area of Groningen
province, which full of large-scale
arable farms. The lark is one of the
few ﬁeld birds still to be found
here. Working with the local
working group Grauwe Kiekendief
(named after a harrier) Kuiper
observed breeding pairs in 73
nests over a period of three years.
She carefully documented what
they ate, where they got their food
from and how far they ﬂew for it.
:521*&5236
The larks of the Oldambt area
have a pronounced preference for
ﬁeld margins. As long as they are

not too far from home, that is. If
they have to ﬂy more than 100
metres, they make much less use
of the ﬁeld margin. ‘But that is not
consistent; it depends on the
landscape,’ explains Kuiper. ‘In

nature areas, the foraging distance
is much smaller.’ But on the basis
of those 100 metres, Kuiper draws
the conclusion that many ﬁeld
margins are not at optimal
locations.
Kuiper sees three reasons for
this. Some of the ﬁeld margins are
too close together, with the result
that possible breeding areas
overlap. The ﬁelds they run
alongside are sometimes full of
the wrong crops for skylarks, such
as maize or oilseed rape. A further
reason is that many of the ﬁeld
margins are too close to roads,
forest and water – not territory that
is suitable for breeding grounds.
Kuiper estimates that the same
amount of ﬁeld margin could
potentially serve birds in breeding
grounds at least twice as large. 5.
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What happens when dieting women
look at appetizing pictures of food?
Wageningen researcher Paul Smeets
(Nutrition chair group) and colleagues
from the University of Utrecht scanned
students’ brains in order to ﬁnd out.
Working at the Image Sciences
Institute, the researchers compared the
response to food with that to ofﬁce
equipment. The differences in response
were then correlated with how much
value the women placed on a trim
ﬁgure.
The result is interesting. The more
important their ﬁgure was to the
women, the stronger their response to
the sight of appetizing food. Women to
whom it is more important to be slim
apparently respond more alertly to
dangerously delicious food than others.
According to Smeets, that means that
the alarm bells sound earlier for these
women. The scans also show that parts
of the brain that are related to self

control respond more actively in dieting
women.
Smeets and his colleagues see
themselves as having provided neural
support for a major psychological
theory. Smeets: ‘The standard theory is
that a small temptation is easy to resist
and a bigger one is not. An alternative
view is the counteractive control theory
which says the bigger the temptation,
the sooner the brakes are activated. A
strong temptation results in smart
behavior. A weaker temptation does not
set the alarm bells ringing.’
3267321('5(:$5'
Women who diet successfully are better
at resisting chocolate cake, says Smeets.
‘The brain scans show that when a
conﬂict is registered between appealing
food and the dieting goal, areas of the
brain for self-control are activated.’ In a
sense, the scans show how willpower
works. The more important it is to
women to be slim, the louder the alarm
bells ring when they see tempting food.
‘In fact it is a question of whether you
can wait for a distant reward, staying
slim, or you succumb to an immediate
reward, the cake.’ 5.

9,6,21ǉǉ
$WODVWWKHK\GURJHQFDU
+\XQGDLSUHVHQWHGWKHŊUVWK\GURJHQSRZHUHGFDULQWKH
1HWKHUODQGVRQ$SULO7KHODXQFKRIWKHFDUZDVKHOGLQ
$UQKHPZKHUHWKHFRXQWU\éVŊUVWK\GURJHQŊOOLQJVWDWLRQ
LVORFDWHG7KH6RXWK.RUHDQFDUPDQXIDFWXUHUKRSHVLWV
K\GURJHQIXHOOHGFDUVZLOOVHOORQDODUJHVFDOHLQWKH
1HWKHUODQGVè7KLVLVDVWHSIRUZDUGEXWWKH1HWKHUODQGV
KDVFDXJKWRQODWHéVD\V3LHWHUQHO&ODDVVHQK\GURJHQ
UHVHDUFKHUDW)RRG %LREDVHG5HVHDUFKè:LWKLQ(XURSH
*HUPDQ\LVLQWKHOHDGæLWDOUHDG\KDVQLQHK\GURJHQŊO
OLQJVWDWLRQV7KHK\GURJHQFDUKDVDOUHDG\EHHQLQWURGX
FHGLQ6FDQGLQDYLDDVZHOOé

Why drive on hydrogen?
‘It is better for the environment. And its driving range is
bigger than that of an electric car. In a hydrogen car, a
fuel cell converts the hydrogen into electricity which
drives an electric motor. In an electric car you need a
heavy load of batteries to drive 60 kilometres, whereas
you can drive 100 kilometres on one kilo of hydrogen. It
is like LPG. It takes four minutes to ﬁll the tank and then
you can go 500 kilometres. That is because the
conversion of hydrogen to electricity is highly efﬁcient.’
Where does the energy come from?
‘You can produce it from natural gas. Then the car is still
producing CO2 indirectly but you save a lot of energy
compared with a petrol engine. I am doing research on
the production of hydrogen from biomass: waste like
potato peel, beet pulp, straw and verge cuttings. Our aim
for 2014 is to produce between one and ten kilos of
hydrogen a day.’
But you can’t start a ﬁlling station with that amount.
‘It is new and it is not easy. The process is based on that
of biogas production but we use special bacteria that
convert the waste into hydrogen and other compounds
at a high temperature. Then you have to ﬁsh the hydrogen out of the mix. You need new technology to do that.’
Could hydrogen compete with petrol in terms of cost
price?
‘The price is not clear at the moment. Large-scale production of hydrogen from natural gas costs two euros
per kilo. In our biomass project we have now reached a
price of 20 euros per kilo and we hope to bring that
down to 6 euros per kilo. But it is still in its infancy.’ $6

3 52326,7,21
‘Athletes in sports broadcasted on public television
should not earn more than the prime-minister.’
Obbe Tuinenburg, who received his PhD on 15 April in
Wageningen
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Pineapple production is booming
in the African country of Benin. In
2006 there were about 2500 pineapple farmers; in 2009 there were
already 4000. They produce primarily for export and neighbouring
country Nigeria is their biggest
customer. Most of them are smallholders with no more than one
hectare of land. Although the demand for pineapple is on the rise,
most of them hardly beneﬁt from
it at all, discovered PhD researcher
Djala Arinloye, who spent four years
studying pineapple cultivation in
Benin. ‘The farmers work hard but
earn little money,’ he says. In his
view, this is because they do not
know the market prices and do not
have direct access to the export
market. So it is the intermediaries
who swallow the proﬁts.
More information about prices
and potential markets would be an
enormous help to the farmers,
claims Arinloye. He proposes a
surprising solution: an SMS text
messaging service for the farmers
that provides them with information about prices and markets in
their own language. So does a poor
Beninese pineapple farmer own a
mobile phone then? Sure, says
Arinloye. Eighty seven percent of
the small farmers own a mobile
phone, even though only 30 per-

$SLQHDSSOHIDUPHULQ%HQLQVHOOVWKHKDUYHVWDWWKHORFDOPDUNHW

cent of them can read and write.
‘The rest get their children or
neighbours to read their messages
to them,’ says the researcher.
$''('9$/8(
To implement his plan Arinloye
suggests setting up a publicprivate platform. He identiﬁed the
parties which should collaborate
in the SMS information service.
These include one of the ﬁve big
mobile network providers in
Benin. And an important source of
information is the National
Statistics Information Institute of
Benin, which collects a lot of
market information about pine-

apple, but does not distribute it. It
is also important to enable buyers,
traders and processers to communicate their demand for pineapple
and to enable the national research
institute to pass on information
about such things as disease
control online. The combination
of these kinds of information has
added value for the farmers, as
Arinloye knows from experiences
in the ﬁeld in Ghana.
Together with two other PhD
researchers, Arinloye gave a
presentation in February to the
intended participants in the
information platform in Benin. He
is now writing a project plan with a

view to getting the SMS information service off the ground in one
year. To achieve this he needs to
bring the relevant parties together,
buy a license and organize training
for the farmers. Arinloye is
convinced he will get the necessary
investment – 150,000 dollars –
together. ‘Otherwise my research
and recommendations are
useless.’ $6

conventional eggs by the yellow
pigments in the yolks. On
analysing eggs from nine
European countries, Rikilt’s test
correctly identiﬁed an organic egg
39 times out of 40. That one
exception, an egg from an Italian
farm, was probably a case of fraud.
The test can be further adjusted
for each country, says Rikilt
researcher Saskia van Ruth. ‘If

other countries want to introduce
our method, we can adapt the test
for them, because Italian organic
eggs could have a slightly different
range of pigments that Dutch
ones.’ Rikilt’s method is already in
use in the Netherlands at Skal, the
monitoring institute for organic
produce, as well as at NGOs such
as animal welfare organization
Wakker Dier. $6

Djalalou-Dine Arinloye will receive
his phD on 25 April from Onno Omta,
professor of Management Studies,
and Tiny van Boekel, professor of
Food Quality and Design.

5(/,$%/(7(67)2525*$1,&(**6
ð (JJ\RONSLJPHQWVEHWUD\HJJéV
RULJLQV

Fraud involving organic eggs can
be highly lucrative. An organic egg
easily fetches seven cents more
than a standard specimen,
whereas the difference is not
visible to the naked eye. Some

chicken farmers cannot resist the
temptation to label their eggs
organic even when they are not. In
February a scam network involving
hundreds of farmers was broken
up.
But it is about to become a lot
more difﬁcult to pull the wool over
consumers’ eyes in this particular
way. Rikilt has developed a test for
telling organic eggs apart from
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32:(5&87
Power cuts on campus are set to last a lot longer in
future because there is no longer a backup cable. The
existing backup is not available anymore and
Wageningen UR is not willing to lay down another one.
As a result, future power cuts could last up to two days
(GJDU9RV is looking on the bright side. ‘That’ll mean
some surprise days oﬀ.’ He does hope that the
executive board will oﬀer compensation for the
missed working hours. ‘After all, the work has to be
ﬁnished before the deadline.’
According to 6DQGHU there’s a signiﬁcant risk that ‘all
of the building work’ will lead to a cable getting cut.
‘Last year that caused a lengthy power cut.’ And two
days without power seems a bit much to him.

%20%6,1%26721
Resource editor-in-chief Gaby van Caulil was in Boston
when the attack took place during the marathon. He
was one of twelve Dutch runners, all of whom
thankfully escaped unharmed.

/$1'*5$%%,1*
Albert Sikkema’s food security blog has a healthy
readership. A recent post was about the buying up of
agricultural land in developing countries, known as
land grabbing. What are the consequences for food
security?
0DULDQQH+HVHOPDQV recommends reading journalist
Fred Pearce’s book The Land Grabbers. ‘He travelled
around the world to talk about this issue with various
VWDNHKROGHUVé0DULDQQHWKLQNVWKDWSUHFLVHO\EHFDXVH
the numbers are not very revealing, qualitative
reports and human interest stories can contribute
a lot to the debate. ‘It shows how every deal can
have diﬀerent repercussions for
those involved and for the
environment.’

ILLUSTRATION: ESTHER BROUWER

:RZWHU is probably aware of Gaby’s running talents
because he asks after his race time, which
:RZWHUGRP thinks is really out of order. ‘Wowter, how
could you ask such a stupid question on such a
tragic occasion!’ :RZWHUGRPPHU chips in and
takes 5RE*RRVVHQV to task for helpfully
providing Gaby’s time. ‘And to actually get a
serious response too...’

)6% doesn’t agree. ‘It isn’t as if the sporting
achievements are suddenly irrelevant. Seems to me
that’s why the whole team travelled all the way to
Boston.’ FSB emphasizes that nobody in the group got
injured. But even if they had, that still wouldn’t mean
that ‘you shouldn’t ask that, if that’s what happens to
interest you or is relevant to you.’ :RZWHUGRP is not
convinced: ‘well then, seems everyone has their own
criteria for relevance.’ Comments like that are just
begging for a reaction from libertarian -+: ‘Funny that
you seem to think you can decide what can and can’t
be asked.’
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Classroom
experience
Keeping a class full of secondary school kids under control and trying to teach them
something as well is no picnic. But the job appeals to many Wageningen students. The
successful Education Minor is set to grow over the next few years, thanks to a stimulus
from the government. There is no shortage of enthusiasm among students. ‘I have never
felt so completely in my element. I stood in front of the class full of conﬁdence.’
text: Linda van der Nat / photos: Guy Ackermans

T

here has been a growing shortage of teachers
in the Netherlands for more than 10 years,
while during the same period the number of
graduates has been rising. This has been a
source of frustration among policymakers,
prompting the Ministry of Education to make
a move in 2008 to exploit that potential by making it
possible for students to qualify as teachers relatively fast.
The Education Minor was born.
Wageningen seized this chance with both hands and
launched its Education Minor in 2010. After a traning
programme of one and a half years, Bachelor’s students
can then teach lower secondary school classes in the more
academic streams (HAVO and VWO) and all the classes in
a more vocational stream (VMBO-TL). Since then, the
university has been training teachers of Biology,
Geography, Chemistry, Physics and Economics.
The Education Minor felt like a logical step for
Wageningen to take, says Piety Runhaar, lecturer at

‘The Education Master
ﬁts into the
Wageningen tradition’
Education and Competence Studies, who coordinates the
minor. ‘The minor ﬁts into the Wageningen tradition of
working closely together with secondary education. Up
until the nineteen eighties we had a full teacher training
programme in fact.’
The minor attracts an average of 18 candidates per
year, with a peak of 28 participants in the academic year
2011/2012. Good numbers, but they could be improved.

TEACHING QUALIFICATION
The minor is not available
to students from all the
degree programmes. Bachelor’s students of Biology,
Plant Sciences, Animal
Sciences, Economics and
Policy, Soil, Water &
Atmosphere, Landscape
Architecture and Planning,

International Land and
Water Management, and
Molecular Life Sciences
gain their ‘grade two’
qualiﬁcation on
completion of the minor.
Students from other
degree programmes who
follow the course only

An average of 30 should be achievable, thinks the
university. So Wageningen grabbed the opportunity when
the ministry of Education recently made more funding
available for getting still more students interested in a
teaching job.
Runhaar wants to use the funding to increase the
number of degree programmes on which students can
gain this ‘grade two’ teaching qualiﬁcation (‘grade one’
being a post-Master’s qualiﬁcation to teach up to the sixth
year of secondary school). She also wants to use it to
publicize the minor better among students. She feels
students need to get a better idea of the possibilities after
taking this minor. ‘For example, how does it work with
exemptions if they want to go on to the ‘grade one’ teacher
training?’
Either way, she says it is a mistaken belief that you can
only take the minor if you deﬁnitely want to go into
teaching. ‘It is a learning experience that you can get now,
and which will beneﬁt you for the rest of your career.’

receive a certiﬁcate of
course completion. In
many cases they are then
allowed to teach in a
school but will have to
take some in-service
courses in their subject to
meet the standards of the
profession.
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‘I have never felt
so completely
in my element’

BSc in Soil, Water and Atmosphere
Taught: Physics
Now: Doing a Master’s
‘I was always adamant that whatever I did I certainly
wouldn’t teach. It didn’t appeal to me at all. I still
remember my own class at secondary school.
They could be pretty dreadful and I didn’t fancy
that one bit. On the Soil, Water and Atmosphere
programme you don’t learn how to put
information across to other people. That was
a reason for me to opt for the Education
Minor. I thought, it is just for six months
and if I can’t cope I’ll just stop.
I ended up doing my teaching practice at
my old secondary school in Zwolle. That
was a nice experience. The last time I was
there I was sitting in the hall with the other
pupils, so it was familiar territory. Now I
suddenly found myself in the staffroom
next to my old teachers – somewhere you
were never allowed as a pupil.
I taught HAVO and VWO classes. The
ﬁrst day was quite tense and I was quite
nervous about standing in front of a class
like that. At the start it was difﬁcult to have
an aura of authority because the age
difference was quite small. But at some
point you realize you do know a lot more
than they do and you have more life
experience. Once you start seeing that, you
start to put it across. The pupils called me
‘Mevrouw’ and used the polite form ‘u’.
Of course there were some bad
moments too. The HAVO pupils really
tested me. They looked shocked when
I suddenly sent people out of the
class. The VWO classes were quite
different. They really took to me. It
helped that I was the only female
physics teacher at the school. That
worked in my favour, especially for
the girls. They thought: yuck, physics
is for boys. And then suddenly there
is a young woman teacher and that
gets their attention. I see teaching as
a nice second string to my bow. I am
now doing a Master’s and I still have to
do an internship. Maybe after that I will
think: teaching was a lot nicer. In that
case I can always get my grade one
qualiﬁcation. I have noticed there is quite
a big shortage of physics teachers. The
Pantarijn school in Wageningen has
already asked me twice if I could stand in
for someone. And I was the ﬁrst person
to qualify to teach physics at the
university.’

BAS ADELERHOF
BSc Landscape Architecture and Planning
Taught: Geography and Drama
Now: Finishing his BSc before going into teaching
‘I always knew teaching would be my thing. But
I didn’t opt for teacher training straightaway. I
had to work very hard for my VWO so I wanted
to do something with it.
When we had to choose a minor, the
Education Minor was the only option for me.
And it was one of the best decisions I made
during my studies. I ﬁnd theory interesting but
practice appeals to me much more. The
Education Minor is a very creative and practical
course: less academic, which I enjoyed. I found
it a very relaxed experience even though it was
pretty intensive. You are always working on
understanding yourself, there is always a
mirror being held up to you and you reﬂect on it
all until you are blue in the face. I learned that I
did not have to be so perfectionist. You don’t
have everything 100 percent under your own
control, however much you might wish to.
Teaching practice was – in a word –
fantastic. I really gave it all I’ve got. I have never
felt so completely in my element and I stood in
front of the class full of conﬁdence. I taught at
all levels at the Pantarijn. I liked the variety very
much because the differences between classes
are huge. In the vocational streams it’s very
important to build up a relationship with the
pupils and tell them a lot about yourself. I’ve
done a lot of street theatre in Holland and
abroad, for instance. After the weekend they
would always ask whether I had performed and
how it went. They were very direct and they
always have something to say. The more
academic gymnasium pupils, on the other
hand, are more interested in the facts.
Whenever I explained something they always
had more questions. There was no end to it.
You just couldn’t prepare those lessons
thoroughly enough.
After the summer I will have my BSc and
then I want to go into teaching. I can’t motivate
myself to go on to a Master’s at the university.
In my internship report I wrote, “Go jump in
the canal with your assignments and let me go
and have fun teaching.” In a few years’ time I
would like to get my grade one qualiﬁcation to
increase my chances of a job. But for the time
being I’m OK with being a grade two teacher.’

RESOURCE — 25 April 2013
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MARLIES BUNTE
BSc International Development Studies
Taught: Geography
Now: ﬁnishing oﬀ her Bachelor’s
‘I was already interested in education at secondary
school. It appealed to me. But I nevertheless chose to
go to university because it seemed so ﬁnal to go
straight into teaching.
During the Minors Market I saw that there was an
Education Minor here and I thought: that’s the one
for me. I felt like doing something completely
different. I thought it would be nice to work on
something practical and during the minor you
are on teaching practice three days a week
almost from the start.
The minor is very intensive. In six months
you learn teaching skills that you would have
four years for learning at teacher training
college. They expect a lot of you. You have
to reﬂect on your own behaviour, set new
learning goals and identify and work on
your strong and weak points. For some
people, including myself, it was
difﬁcult and challenging to put
that in black and white. But it
was useful because you
learn from it what you are
doing wrong and what is
going
well.
I
taught
geography at a secondary school
in Veenendaal. It was my favourite
subject at secondary school too. It is a
broad subject, about the whole world.
My degree is like that too, so they have
something in common.
I really enjoyed my teaching
practice. There you are all of a sudden,
in front of a class of 12- to 15-year-olds
and you get to transfer your knowledge
on a subject you are very enthusiastic
about yourself. To illustrate the subject
of the brain drain I told a story about
two Ghanaian boys I met during my trip
through Africa. The pupils were getting
dozy but they woke up when I started to talk
about that. “How come you’ve been to Africa?
Cool, we want to do that too!”
I loved the contact with pupils. At that age they
are tremendously honest. I come from Twente and
have an accent. On my ﬁrst day a girl asked, ‘Miss, do
you come from the countryside or something?’ I
nearly split my sides laughing.
In the autumn I am going to start a
Master’s in Wageningen but after that I
want to get my grade one qualiﬁcation. In
my subject it’s difﬁcult to get a job so it’s
handy to have more than one string to
your bow.’
25 April 2013 — RESOURCE
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ORION
The big day will be on 6 May: the ﬁrst lectures will be
given in Orion, the second of the university’s teaching
buildings on campus. Students will be taught in the
large 700-seat lecture theatre or in the computer rooms
and labs on the six ﬂoors above it. These will replace the
temporary teaching accommodation at the Dreijen. All
the facilities, such as the canteen and the student café,
will be up and running on 6 May. This photo montage
gives a special perspective with all the sides of the
pentagonal building visible at once. This clearly shows
how the pattern of blocks is only broken by the complete
circle of the logo. The oﬃcial opening is planned for
AS, foto Guy Ackermans
early September.
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The marriage
of convenience
that lasted
It was arguably the most signiﬁcant date in the history of this
organization: 29 April 1998. The day on which DLO and the university
joined forces. It was an arranged marriage and not everybody was over
the moon about it. But it has worked out pretty well.
text: Gaby van Caulil / illustration: Kito

A

nyone studying here or who has just arrived
to take up a job will ﬁnd it hard to imagine
that Wageningen UR might never have come
into existence. It was a very close shave. If
things had worked out differently the
university would have been divided up
between Utrecht and Nijmegen, and the DLO institutes
would have been absorbed into science organizations
TNO and NVWA. The current campus would have
remained a bare landscape at the edge of Wageningen, a
small town known beyond the Gelderland valley only as
the scene of the capitulation of 1945.
This was a very realistic scenario back in 1995, when
minister of Education Ritzen repeatedly suggesting
merging the country’s smallest university into the Utrecht
faculty of Veterinary Sciences. In Ritzen’s view there was
no justiﬁcation for the continued existence of a university
which recruited less than 500 students a year. In May 1996,
the board of Utrecht University wrote to Wageningen

proposing an ‘alliance’- mentioning in passing that the
Utrecht faculty of veterinary science rejected as many
students every year as started a degree in Wageningen.
And if the agricultural university went to the ministry of

In the early nineties
the DLO institutes
were running at a loss
Education, Culture and Science, thought the civil servants
at the ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality
(LNV) out loud, then the DLO institutes could be brought
under the umbrella of TNO.
So were things going that badly? In short, yes. In the
early nineties, the DLO institutes were running at a loss.
What is now DLO was then 50 different foundations,
ranging from big organizations such as ID Lelystad
(animal health), IBN (forest and nature) and CPRO (crops)

>>
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Compared with 1998, student
numbers have more than doubled,
whereas the staﬀ has increased
only marginally in FTE terms. In
Wageningen UR overall the
number of FTE went down by
almost 5 percent.
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The ministry’s share in the turnover of DLO went down by
almost 25 percent between 1998 and 2011 (above),
while the turnover increased by more than half (right).
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to small experimental farms for applied research on
asparagus growing or pig farming. And they all had their
own boards. They did not really work along commercial
lines and the automatic and relatively substantial funding
they got from the government made them lazy. Agriculture,
moreover, had fallen out of fashion and research funding
had dwindled. After the Second World War food production was a big priority but in the nineteen seventies and
eighties its importance declined. A lot of negative things
came to be associated with agriculture: overproduction,
fertilizer surpluses, pesticides and insecticides. The
ministry of LNV lost inﬂuence and funding for applied
research and the former DLO institutes was cut back.
Even the agricultural university was affected – but with
a name like that, what do you expect? Students stayed
away. In the early nineteen eighties there were 300 ﬁrstyears on the ﬁve degree programmes in the crop science
side of the then agricultural university. By the midnineteen nineties, there were only 40. The lowest point
was still to come: in 2004 a mere ﬁve ﬁrst-years embarked
on a plant sciences degree programme. Not a viable
proposition.
PEPER REPORT
DLO and the university were both leading a precarious
existence and for those in the know it was clear they would
have to join forces or go under. Dick de Zeeuw was one of
the ﬁrst to propose a merger. He knew what he was talking
about, as he was director of the Directorate of Agricultural
Research at the ministry from 1976 to 1985 and then chair
of the board of the agricultural university for four years.

He and ex-professor Rudy Rabbinge whispered the idea of
a merger in the ears of agriculture minister Van Aartsen.
In the autumn of 1995, Van Aartsen asked politician Bram
Peper to come up with advice on the future of the
‘knowledge infrastructure in the agriculture sector’. In
May 1996, Peper produced a report – famous among
Wageningen old hands – that would herald the birth of
Wageningen UR.
After gathering information from universities, schools,
companies, NGOs and the civil service, Peper concluded
that ‘the position of Dutch agriculture is under serious
threat.’ He saw a future for ‘an agricultural knowledge
centre in and around Wageningen’ if it became a holding
with two subsidiaries: one for scientiﬁc higher education
and PhD research and the other for applied research. The
second would include parts of DLO from both applied
research and the agricultural university. Peper wanted to
follow the American example and separate research from
education: ‘Because of their speciﬁc characteristics, the
functions of education and research should be brought
under separate units.’ As it transpired, this was a bridge
too far. A visionary plan, perhaps, but just dividing the
university into a ﬁrst phase (up to the Master’s degree) and
a second phase (PhD research) was going to entail
extensive legal changes.
But a holding was created. The DLO institutes were cut
loose from the ministry and brought under the same
board of directors as the university. In 1997 Cees Veerman
was appointed as the ﬁrst chair of the board. On 29 April
1998, 15 years ago, Minister Van Aartsen appointed a
supervisory board and signed the charter of what then still
went by the name of Wageningen Knowledge Centre.
OPTIMISM
It was not all plain sailing though. The start was stormy, as
Cees Veerman once let slip to top civil servant Tjibbe
Joustra. ‘The prevailing mood was one of depression,’ the
rector of the time, Bert Speelman, told Resource in 2008.
On the work ﬂoor DLO staff viewed the university with
jealousy as a place where scientists could do their research
without worrying about the market. DLO managements
saw the academics as unruly children sponging off the
government. The university wanted nothing to do with the
market at that time, and collaborating with businesses
was believed to be damaging to the academic climate.
In the very same year the university’s budget was cut by
25 million euros by the so-called purple coalition government. Four degree programmes and 25 chair groups were
scrapped. There was a lot of uneasiness, leading to
consultations and demonstrations. Further cuts of 50
million euros followed in 2003, mostly affecting DLO.
Nevertheless, optimism became to grow from that
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time. Together, DLO and the university succeeded with
relative ease in acquiring large EU projects – and that was
stimulating. And new buildings went up; on the campus a
lot of research was concentrated in Gaia, Lumen and
Atlas. Food production gained renewed importance in the
public eye and this boosted interest in Wageningen
degrees. Student recruitment began to pick up. The
Forum went up on campus. Students appreciated Wageningen’s small-scale education more and more. In 2005,
the university reached the top of the rankings in the Dutch
Higher Education Guide, and has stayed there ever since.
The organization grew. The three green applied
sciences colleges at Velp, Leeuwarden and Deventer
joined it (for a while at least). One big institute for
shellﬁsh, ﬁsheries and coastal research was created under
the umbrella of Wageningen UR: Imares. Joint projects
with university researchers soon emerged.
RESURRECTED
There was still resistance, but in fewer places. In the social
sciences, for example, integration hardly materialized:
the agricultural economics institute LEI in The Hague and
the Leeuwenborch barely know where to ﬁnd each other.
But for many university researchers in the Plant and
Animal science groups, the fears that fundamental
research could not thrive in a business environment
proved unfounded. It helped that from 2006 the university
got a prestigious Spinoza grant – the highest accolade for
fundamental research in the Netherlands – three years in
a row.
In 2010, 15 years after the last-ditch rescue plan
proposals, Wageningen UR was seen in The Hague as a
shining example of its top sector policy. In the Rutte I
government agreement, praise was lavished on the ‘Food

In 2010, Wageningen was seen
in The Hague as a shining example
of its top sector policy
Valley in Wageningen’, while for the Rutte II government,
the agriculture sector symbolizes the Netherlands’
innovative potency.
And now, in 2013? The building sector is in the grip of
a crisis but on the Wageningen campus we have been
following the rise of Stoas applied sciences school, FrieslandCampina’s white laboratory and the mighty Orion.
Every day thousands of commuters crawl along the Mansholtlaan, there is a trafﬁc jam on the Churchillweg and a
full 88 bus leaves Ede-Wageningen station every 10
minutes. All heading for the place which almost stayed a
bare plain.

PLANT BREEDING, A DREAM MARRIAGE

Even at Plant Breeding there was
animosity at the start. ‘You thought I was
a weirdo at ﬁrst,’ DLOer Ton de Nijs says
to Professor Richard Visser. Visser could
only see Den Nijs’s weak points initially.
He was a windbag and a know-all – at
least that’s what people said about him.
In Visser’s oﬃce they look back together
on the merger between the DLO unit and
the Plant Breeding chair group. On the
wall hangs a tongue-in-cheek Loesje
poster: ‘New trend: any business worth its
salt has its own university.’ Nowhere has
integration been taken as far as it has at
Plant Breeding. The professor is also the
business unit manager. DLO and university
researchers share oﬃces. DLO staﬀ do
some teaching, and university researchers
do some policy support research. Many
staﬀ don’t know exactly who has a DLO
contract and who has a WU one. It is only
obvious on Good Friday, a compulsory day
oﬀ at the university.
This marriage took place at the instigation
of the current rector Martin Kropﬀ, who
was then director of Plant Sciences. He
proposed clustering chair groups and
business units.
In the initial talks it was a case of testing

the waters. Den Nijs: ‘It was a bit like
hedgehogs having sex.’ At the time he was
leading DLO research on plant breeding.
There was some contact, mainly through
interns. ‘We didn’t tell them everything. I
remember that our researcher Chris
Mollema discovered an aroma that make
the cucumber resistant to a pest insect.
We wanted to patent it. So no way did we
want Marcel Dicke, the professor of
Entomology, to know anything about it!’
Visser: ‘And they saw anything we did
with companies as an outright direct
attack.’
The two groups merged in 2005 with
Richard Visser at their head. ‘I led it like a
university group. Every researcher was
registered and if possible became a
member of a research groups, and
everyone had to supervise PhD students.’
The integration is now complete, he
observes. ‘At the start we still talked
about us and them, but that has gone now.
New people came in, and most of them
probably don’t even know that it used to
be two separate departments.’
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LONG LIVE THE
MONARCHY?
On 30 April King Willem-Alexander will be installed and take over from
Queen Beatrix. Does the royal family still have any added value? Or is
the monarchy an outdated institution?
text: Suzanne Overbeek / photo: Royal Family

Hana Nobels-Sahusilawane

Floor Biemans

Secretary Plant Research
International, from the Netherlands
‘‘I grew up with the royal family and
in my home the royals were really
respected. Beatrix is a fantastic woman. Her birthday is on the same
day as my mother’s and that creates
a bond. She has done a good job in the last few years. It is
very demanding, being a queen. It takes up your whole
life, so hats off to the royal family. I have complete conﬁdence in Willem-Alexander. Máxima is a great personality, with her straightforward, interested and warm
attitude. She is a good example to people who have to integrate in the Netherlands. That’s a way of going about it!’

Master’s student of Animal Sciences,
from the Netherlands
‘The royal family is nonsense, it costs
loads of money and only has
symbolic value. There is no point in
it. It doesn’t interest me what they
get up to all day. So I think it’s a pity
so much money is spent on them which could be put to
better use. Members of the royal family are born into their
positions; they are privileged without having to do
anything to earn it. It would be better to have someone
with charisma take over the job, someone who has studied
and qualiﬁed to do it. As far as I’m concerned, the royal
family can be done away with. And if we really must
keep them, then we should spend a few million less on
them.’

Ekaraj Paudel
PhD student of Food Process
Engineering, from Nepal
‘We used to have a monarchy until 10
years ago, but we don’t have it
anymore. Nowadays, the situation in
my country is not stable, it is bad. It
is worse now with the republic
system, than when there was a king. Maybe the transition
from a monarchy to a republic system is not ﬁnished yet;
the situation in Nepal might get better. However, in my
opinion it is always good to have a monarchy; it gives a
nation its identity.’

Inomjon Babadjanov
Master’s student of Environmental
Sciences, from Uzbekistan
‘Uzbekistan ﬁrst had a president and
nowadays it has a parliament. We
can vote in the elections. That is
good, that the citizens choose their
government. I am happy that we do
not have a monarchy. Though I think the king or queen
does not have much power in the Netherlands, over here
the main role is for the prime minister.’
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E
Eva Drukker
Bachelor’s student of Biology, from
Belgium
‘I hardly notice the royal family and I
don’t get the impression that they
really do anything at all. You hear
absolutely nothing about the Belgian
royal family, and a little bit about the
Dutch one. You really only hear anything if something
happens to the royal family and then they go on and on
about it on the news. When Queen Beatrix – with her hat
on – visits distant countries, it is funny that she is
representing the Netherlands. Everyone abroad loves here
and that is nice. In that sense and for the sake of Queen’s
Day, it does have its charm to have a monarchy.’

Bright Boakye-Yiadom
VHL student of Lifestyle Chain, from
Ghana
‘Ghana has a kind of monarchy, but
not like the Netherlands. Ghana has
a hierarchy of monarchies, with
separate
tribal
monarchies.
Monarchy keeps society in check,
gives values to people and stands for what people believe
in. Monarchy is good for the people, it helps them to
understand traditions and unite themselves, know where
they came from. It protects and keeps people together. It
makes sure that people behave and interact with each
other. It is good, it gives a sense of belonging.’

Crown prince (still) Willem-Alexander with his four princesses.

Mengxi Bian

John Schouten

Master’s student of Food Quality
Management, from China
‘I heard about the queen of the
Netherlands a few days ago, that she
is the ﬁgurehead of the country but
does not really do anything. In China
there is a president. When people
suffer from something bad, the president takes care of
them. I think a queen does the same? The president in
China is not really chosen by the people either. The
president is designated by the previous president, mainly
by the government. So I don’t know what is better, it is
actually quite similar.’

Canteen manager at De Bongerd
Sports Centre, from the Netherlands
‘It’s ﬁne that there is a royal family, it
is nice for ceremonies, cutting ribbons and all that. But it doesn’t have
much added value beyond that. I do
think it’s good for the Netherlands to
have a royal family though, and I don’t see it as a waste of
money. Greece and Cyprus: that is a waste of money.
Queen Máxima will be coming to Wageningen on 5 May
and everyone is excited about it. It is nice of them to drop
in for a quarter of an hour. Máxima is a pretty girl and I
wouldn’t mind having a beer with Willem-Alexander.’
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FROM MASTER OF THE CELLAR
TO MASTER OF SCIENCE
Huub Lenders (55) made quite a
splash as an organic wine grower
in Portugal. Now he is studying
in Wageningen so as to be able to
achieve his goals in the ﬁeld of
sustainability. ‘I felt like an old
camel among the lambs.’
Most students embark on their
degree programmes without much
life experience. But on the Master’s
in Management, Economics and
Consumer Studies (MME) there is
a notable exception to this rule.
The career of Huub Lenders (55)
seems to have been back to front:
he started a degree only after a
working life that included
successful wine growing in
Portugal. So why should someone
who got so far – in every sense –
choose to go back to the
classroom? It is all to do with his
dream of a clear model of
sustainability.
We meet Huub during the
lunch hour. He has his brown
bread sandwiches with him just
like the other students. How does
it feel to be among them all?
Lenders smiles. ‘When we were
doing prerequisite courses I was in
the same group as an ex-classmate
of my daughter’s. At that point you
sure do feel a bit like an old camel
in among the lambs.’ But on the
Master’s programme the students
are a bit older. ‘I feel more myself
now. More interested than
uncomfortable.’

And as organic wine grower in Portugal.

Lenders studying in Wageningen.

It was his dream to study in
Wageningen, he says. But he had
to postpone that dream by 30
years. ‘My father was ill when I left
secondary school. So I had to work
on the farm.’ In 1989 he set off for
Portugal. ‘I was looking for a new
challenge,’ he explains. Lenders
bought an abandoned parcel of
farmland and transformed it into a
ﬂourishing vineyard with a bed &
breakfast: Albergue do Bonjardim.
It was such a success that it even
attracted a visit from the
Portuguese secretary of state, who
called it a ‘model business’.
SUSTAINABLE MODEL
Portugal was not quite the right
place for his children’s schooling,
however, so in 2004 the family
decided to return to the
Netherlands. Huub Lenders went
back to school, got an MSc in Food
& Agribusiness and a job teaching
on a management course in
Dronten. Meanwhile he and his

wife kept the winegrowing business in
Portugal going.
He reached another
turning point in his life
in 2012, when he
resigned and
embarked on the MSc
in Wageningen in
order to pursue an
ambition he had
developed in his new
homeland. ‘From the
start there I produced organic wine
but I ran into issues about how you
can quantify that.’ He wants to use
the knowledge he gains on the
Master’s programme to develop a
model which makes it possible to
measure and therefore to compare
the sustainability of a particular
product. ‘With my model you can
compare intensive farming with
organic farming. You can see it as
a footprint which is expressed in
monetary terms but based on
social, ecological and economic
factors.’
Studying in Wageningen has
felt to Lenders like realizing the
dream of his youth. But his
ambitions now go way beyond
getting a piece of paper. ‘I am
looking for professionals and
students who can help me create
my model.’ Because Lenders has
his work cut out for him. For when
he grows up. Derek Deli Pan

‘IT MAKES A CHANGE’

Who? Irene Poll
What? Student of Food Quality
Management
Why? She’s standing for election
as Student of the Year on
studenten.net .
Why are you standing in the
election?
‘‘A friend egged me on. The
election is pretty cool, it’s being
organized by a big casting agency
and it has a lot of sponsors. It
opens lots of doors. The photo
shoot was very cool and the winner
gets to model for America Today. It
makes a change; I like to throw
myself into new adventures.’
What are you going to do to win
votes?
‘I’m going to appeal to my network
through the social media and
other avenues. Next week I’m
meeting with a boy (Lex) from
Amsterdam who’s standing in the
election as well. We’re going to
write and record a song together
and put it on Youtube and
Facebook. Hopefully that’ll earn us
some more votes.’
Voting online for a posed photo. The
Student of the Year election does
sound a little superﬁcial...
‘The ﬁrst round is superﬁcial; it’s
just spamming people trying to
collect votes. That really isn’t my
thing. The debate in the quarter
ﬁnal will probably touch on
questions such as “how would you
change the education system?” If I
reach the ﬁnal I also get to write an
essay. I prefer those parts of the
election process; they’re contentbased and I have more inﬂuence
over them.’ Suzanne Overbeek
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Selling food directly from
wherever it is produced or grown
gives producers a better price
and consumers more sense of
what they are eating. At the end
of April two Wageningen students
launched a website intended to
bring producers and end users
together: socialfoodmarket.nl
Basically, socialfoodmarket works
as simply as Ebay or the Dutch site
Marktplaats. Anyone can upload
text and photos. A potato farmer
from Zeeland or an apple grower
from the Betuwe area can make
use of it, as can someone who
makes their own fruit juice or a
home cooks who offers takeaway
meals. ‘We are a meeting point for
suppliers. Meant for anyone who
wants to pay a fair price to the
producer directly,’ explains Mark
Lammers. The idea of the website
came up one and a half years ago
over a cup of coffee during a break.
Mark and fellow initiator Pim
Meurs (known as Wageningen’s
grand master at draughts) were
brainstorming about how Mark’s
Greek ‘father in law’ could get a
better price for his olive oil. Pim:
‘Just like all the other growers, he
gets a fraction of the retail price.’
The powerful position of retail
giants such as Albert Heijn is to
blame, was their analysis. So they
developed a system for bypassing
the middlemen. Along with their

Pim (left)
and Mark
bring consumers and
producers
together
with the
website
socialfoodmarket.nl.

enthusiasm and love of good food,
they were helped by Mark’s
experience in the hotel world and
with a caterer, and by Pim’s
draughts network.
WEBSHOP
Socialfoodmarket.nl has been
online since 22 April, and
producers and consumers can ﬁnd
each other there. A dozen
producers have apparently
expressed a ﬁrm interest in
presenting their wares there.
Eleven hundred other
entrepreneurs who would be

suitable candidates for the site
have been approached by email.
Producers can advertise on the site
or point customers to their own
website and perhaps webshop. Or
they can use socialfoodmarket as
an online store, for a small fee.
Mark: ‘Then a customer can order
from several suppliers at one go
and pay them all at the same time.
Our system puts the order through
to the suppliers and deals with the
payments.’
The two students are full of
ideas. ‘Of the two of us, Pim is the
realist,’ jokes Mark. Yet even Pim

CREDIT FOTOGRAAF
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Fair market for farmers
and home cooks

sees endless possibilities. Through
a draughts contact, he is
considering importing Czech wine
and selling it on the website, and
he sketches various ways of
helping a farmer to sell a few
thousand kilos of potatoes at a go.
They would also like to get into
product development in
collaboration with consumers and
producers. Pim: ‘Do you have any
idea how much stuff you can spraydry?’ Mark can almost taste the
pineapple powder on his ice cream
already. Yvonne de Hilster

Twenty somethings spoiled for choice
Twenty somethings are suﬀering
from choice overload, says philosopher Joel Vos, who kicked oﬀ
the Student Platform & Chaplaincy’s Grand Philosophy Tour on
Thursday 18 April.
Vos explained to an audience of
about 150 students at KSV Franciscus Student Society that the twenty

somethings of today have more
freedom of choice than those of 50
or 60 years ago. ‘Today’s twenty
something has a choice of 20 different kinds of rice,’ he joked. But in
Vos’s view, this is a false freedom.
‘You might be free to smoke a cigarette but if you do you will get dirty
looks from other people. Of course
you know that you are committing

slow suicide, but it is still your choice
to make.’ So how free are you really
to choose who you want to be?
Vos advises students facing
choices to distinguish between
things you must do, things you want
to do and things you could do. ‘Often there is an emphasis on one of
these three. Perfectionists tend to
have too many ‘musts’ in their lives,

for instance, and they have a blind
spot for what they could do or want
to do.
The Grand Philosophy Tour consists of three lectures (in Dutch). Joke Hermsen is talking about the social media and relationships on 15
May, and Bas Haring closes the serious on 12 June with a talk on success and the urge to achieve. SO
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HOOKED
Even mice cannot stop once they
start eating crisps, German
researchers have discovered. Brain
scans of mice gobbling up a bag of
crisps show high levels of activity
in the areas for addiction and
reward. More activity than with
other food with the same amount
of fat and carbohydrate. So which
substance in the crisps is to blame,
the Germans wonder? The crisp
industry is keeping quiet.

CAMEL BURGER

A new competitor has entered the
meat market: the camel. A butcher
in Leeuwarden has recently started
selling camel meat rolls for just
under ﬁve euros each. The meat
comes from Australia, which is
plagued by camels. He bought 50
kilos of it, enough for 250 camel
burgers. The meat is tenderer and
sweeter than beef, and quite fatty.
The Leeuwarden burgers also
contain tomatoes, lettuce and two
eggs. They stand for the humps.

Double Dutch wildlife by 2030
A group of Wageningen graduates
has proposed doubling the fauna
and ﬂora in the Netherlands by
2030. On 18 April they won the
competition run by the State
Forest Service and the WWF and
were given the prize by Princess
Irene.
The idea is simple. Each municipal
council is given an animal to
campaign for, which serves as a
mascot – Utrecht as Bat City, for
instance. An action plan is then be
drawn up, with simple steps to be
taken. Within the municipality
anyone can contribute by doing
things like setting up a ‘bee hotel’
or a bat nesting box. Such steps
beneﬁt not just the target animal
but the plants and other animals
around it too.
The driving force behind the

plan is the duo Stefan Sand and
Christoph Janzing, who recently
graduated in Forest and Nature
Management. In order to galvanize
as many people as possible into
action, they created a website
(natuurdoeners.nl) with an
introductory ﬁlm on it, among
other things. ‘The ﬁlm
communicates our message,
making it clear in just one and a
half minutes how it works,’ says
Christoph. ‘In 2012 people still
went out into nature, but from
2013 nature is going to move in
with people.’ The task of taking
care of nature is still left too much
to big organizations, making the
concept of nature management
too abstract, in Christoph’s view.
FUNDING
Whether the plan will really be

implemented is not yet certain. At
present, funding is the big
bottleneck. ‘We are now looking
for the ﬁrst municipality that
wants a campaign animal,’ says
Christoph. The group will have to
set to work itself to get that
funding together. ‘I do this on top
of my day job,’ says the recently
graduated Christoph. ‘My job is
not terribly challenging, it is just a
way of earning my keep. So I have
enough energy left over to carry out
this project.’
Natuurdoeners was the best of
73 entries. The prize is a trip to the
Danube delta to see the Rewilding
Europe project. This is an
innovative approach to nature
management in which
depopulated regions are turned
into robust nature areas. NM

PEED OFF
Maastricht students will only be
allowed to go to the loo once
during an exam, from now. The
new rule is an attempt to combat
cheating. Using smartphones to
look up answers is the latest ruse.
Frisking is not on, nor is disrupting
the phone service or installing
cameras. So let’s see if cheats can
be kept in check by rationing their
peeing.

HIGH ON FRIES
Another snack novelty has come on
the scene. Mannetje Pis Snackbar
in Amsterdam has come up with a
new sauce ‘with the unmistakable
taste of weed.’ The smell and taste
of cannabis are easily detectable,
says the creator. But there is no
THC in the stuﬀ. So there’ll be no
getting high on fries.

WOMAN IN THE LEAD
Led by national champion and Wageningen alumnus
Annemiek van Vleuten, a group of 25 students cycled
around Wageningen and the surrounding countryside last
Thursday. Sports association Thymos had invited the

Rabobank racing cyclist for a cycling clinic.
The peloton left the Bongerd at six o’clock and returned
tired but satisﬁed two hours later.
And the beer in the Sport Pub afterwards certainly went
LvdN, foto GuyAckermans
down singing hymns.
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ILLUSTRATION: MEREL DE GRAAF

Internship

N

o emails again. Nothing. Heaving a deep
sigh, Elise felt panic rising from her
stomach. She tried to shrug it oﬀ but she
couldn’t. Would she never ﬁnd an internship?
For months now she had been sending emails,
writing open applications, making phone
calls, asking around. How many times had she
cancelled dinner dates and missed nice
parties in order to perfect a letter of
application? And no one seemed to want her.
No one!
She had spoken to somebody at the last
company she approached, and it sounded
quite hopeful. His colleague was on holiday
but would respond within a week. She had
sent oﬀ her letter and CV with her excellent
list of grades, and her mother had checked
and corrected it all. And here she was now,
three weeks and two phone calls later. Still
nothing. The umpteenth amateurish company
to leave her in the lurch. If she didn’t ﬁnd
something soon, she would either have to
accept a delay in her studies or make do with
a less than satisfactory place. Not good for her
career, and she was currently in line to
graduate cum laude.
She felt the tears in her eyes and decided in
despair to call her mother. ‘Darling, what is
it?’ asked her mother, shocked. ‘Mum, I know
you are at work, but I still haven’t had a
response.’ She suddenly felt so powerless. Her
mother sounded distracted but tried to cheer
her up. ‘You are doing such a great job. Just

keep calling them all up and emailing them to
let them know you are there, with all your
talents. It will be alright.’
‘No Mum, it won’t be alright. Nothing is
happening, nobody wants me.’
‘Of course they do, darling. You are my clever,
beautiful daughter. Strong and ambitious. Just
keep going. I’ve got to go now, dear. Bye!’
Elise’s stomach went into a cramp. She wasn’t
so amazing at all, otherwise she couldn’t have
managed this simple feat. ‘Strong and
ambitious’: the words rang in her ears. That’s
what she wanted to be like but it seemed

beyond her. Not good enough after all. Exactly
what she had always been afraid of.
She called her study advisor but he didn’t pick
up the phone. Then she thought of two
classmates who had made her do all the work
on the last group project. They already had a
place, and in Australia too. In the depths of
despair she whatsapped another fellow
student who still didn’t have an internship
place. ‘Fancy a coﬀee? I need to get something
oﬀ my chest.’ She got a response within a
minute. ‘Good idea, my treat. I’ve got an
internship!!!’

Resource follows events in Mortierstraat 14B

Solemn music at memorial service
The WSKOV student choir and
orchestra will play during the
memorial service on 4 May in
the Grote Kerk, the church on
Wageningen’s market square.
‘This is exceptional,’ says the
society’s president Marjon
Hendriks.
Each year, the 4 and 5 May
Committee of Wageningen invites
an orchestra or a choir to perform

at the memorial service which
takes place after the remembrance
ceremony. This honour falls upon
WSKOV this year. ‘We played once
on 4 May and that was a very
special occasion. So we are happy
to be asked again.’
The musical students will play
three pieces specially picked for
the occasion. Marjon: ‘These are
very solemn numbers which will
enable people to calmly reﬂect and

remember. Nothing controversial.’
The Grote Kerk is a very good
location, adds Marjon. ‘Its
acoustics are excellent.’
Normally, WSKOV gives two
concerts a year: a Christmas
concert in December and a spring
concert in May. The memorial
concert is something ‘extra’. So the
society had to be practical in its
choice of suitable pieces. ‘We
rehearse a new repertoire every six

months. That takes a great deal of
time. To have an entirely new
repertoire for each of the three
concerts would be impossible, I
think.’
Those unable to be at the
memorial concert will therefore
have a second chance to enjoy
some of the 4 May pieces during
the spring concert on 31 May and 1
June. LvdN
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>> CULT
What? Understanding how willpower works. Studium General lecture
by Professor Roy Baumeister of Florida State University
Where? Impluse, building 115 on campus
When? Wednesday 8 May, 20.00 Cost? Free

Marshmallows? Don’t look!
Nothing is impossible. If you want it enough. Hey presto! People with
willpower attract admiration and respect. And to think of will power is to
think of marshmallows, ever since Harvard psychologist Walter Mischel’s
classic experiment in 1972.
He gave children a choice: one marshmallow now or two marshmallows
in a quarter of an hour. In the interim he left his victims alone in a room
with that yummy, colourful, sweet-smelling marshmallow on a table
under their noses. What a temptation. Years later the strong-willed
children turned out to be more successful in life.
Baumeister is today’s authority on the topic of willpower. Have we
progressed since Mischel? Judging by Baumeister’s main tip on how to
resist temptation (don’t resist; avoid), not so much perhaps. Because
avoidance was precisely the strategy that Mischel’s successful kids
adopted. To keep the marshmallow out of sight they simply turned
around. RK

>> THE WORKS
DRINKING COFFEE
IN ETHIOPIA
Who? Sjors Bijen, MSc student of Development and
Rural Innovation
What? Research on food security: Vulnerability
analysis and actor mapping analysis
Where? Ethiopia
‘My research in Ethiopia started without any concrete agreements,
without supervisors and with a broad research question. I wanted to
ﬁnd out who the people in a particular area fall back on during periods
of food insecurity. The problem was that I had no contacts at all. So in
the ﬁrst few weeks I networked in the capital Addis Ababa and in Bahir
Dar. That was a sociable time and useful as well. The discussions I had
then led eventually to an opportunity to do research in the region I had
in mind. It is very remote and the inhabitants are very poor.
Cooperatives and the private sector could play a bigger role there but
the government suppresses them. Farmers and traders now have to sell
sugar, coffee and butter very cheaply and cannot expand.
What struck me most in Ethiopia is that people there are much more
sociable than in the Netherlands in spite of their poverty. Ethiopians
eat communally and it’s much cosier. About four people will sit around
a tray with a kind of pancake (enjera) with vegetables and meat on it,
and they eat with their hands and ﬁnish it all up.

What I enjoyed most was the coffee ritual I was invited to take part in
several times at friends’ houses. The traditional coffee ritual can take
as long as one and a half hours. First the beans are washed and
roasted on the ﬁre, and then they are ground to a powder. Then
boiling water is poured on them for the ﬁrst cup. This is repeated
another couple of times using the same ground coffee so it gets
weaker with every cup – unfortunately. There is grass and ﬂowers on
the ﬂoor and a bowlful of kollo (popcorn or roasted barley) to nibble,
and a plume of incense goes up to let everyone know they are welcome
for coffee. Suzanne Overbeek
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announcements
Announcements for and by students and staﬀ. Send no more than
75 words to resource@wur.nl, with
‘Announcement’ as subject, on the
Thursday before publication.

MEANWHILE IN... <<
Meanwhile in… England
In the news: In London the funeral of the former prime minister,
Margaret Thatcher, who died at 87, took place on April 17th. Few
of the expected protests were found among the thousands of
spectators.
Commenting on the news: Laura-Jo Russell, MSc Forest and
Nature Conservation and Tomas Banks, MSc Environmental
Sciences, both English.
Laura-Jo: ‘I watched the funeral on the BBC. Some people on
street turned their back on the cofﬁn. One strange thing was
that Queen Elizabeth looked a bit too happy. She was smiling
at the funeral and I was thinking: you should be sad.’
Tomas: ‘I didn’t watch the funeral but I read about it in
newspapers. She’s a politician from before my generation, so
I’m not touched by it directly. But I know some music from the
time when she was in charge. Like a little song called
“Thatcher, Thatcher, milk snatcher”. It’s about her famous
legacy that she stopped the free milk at school. I also like some
movies that look back upon her time. So you can say I mainly
know her from popular culture.’
Laura-Jo: ‘She changed Britain immensely, and changed the
world for women in Britain. She really divided the country. In
the north everybody hated her. But she’s popular in the
London area. She’s very conservative. The rich people really
liked her but the poor didn’t. But even you didn’t really agree
with her politics, you can’t deny she’s an incredible woman. I
didn’t like her, but I did admire her. I think my mum would
agree with me, but my nan not. My nan is a conservative, a big
fan of Thatcher.’
Tomas: ‘We talked a lot about Thatcher on Facebook. There’s a
lot of jokes going around. British people do make jokes about
everything, everything could be for a joke, really.
I think her demise means an end of an era for an earlier
generation. I don’t know if the future will be any better or
worse. I do know however that we need an election pretty
quickly to get rid of the current government.’

give a lecture on palm oil production and smallholder involvement.
After this, there is a World Cafe to
share your ideas. Thursday, 2 May,
19.30 in the Forum. Admission free.
MORE INFO: OTHERWISE@WUR.NL,
WWW.ST-OTHERWISE.ORG

Election Student Council 2013/14
On 25 April 2013, the Student
Council Election Committee will
publish the lists of candidates at
https://ssc.wur.nl/elections/. From
25 April 2013, students will know
who might represent them in the
Student Council during next academic year. The candidates lists will
also be available for inspection at
the oﬃce of the Secretary of the
Student Council, or via https://ssc.
wur.nl/student/ under Elections
(choose ‘Elections’ in menu on left).
Any person concerned may lodge a
notice of objection to the validity
of a published candidate list until
3 May 2013 inclusive, with the Secretary of the Student Council,
Hermijn Speelman, Droevendaalsesteeg 4 (Room D.107), P.O. Box
9101, 6700 HB Wageningen.

Study trip to Poland
RUW Foundation and the Rural Sociology Group are organizing a 10day study trip in July to Poland.
This excursion, for 3 ECTS, is part
of the RSO-50303 (Agricultural
and Rural Innovation Processes)
programme. Send your application
to ruw@wur.nl before 30 April.

New PhD Discussion Group
The New PhD Discussion Group
‘Sustainable Intensiﬁcation of
Agricultural systems’ invites you
to its kick-oﬀ seminar on ‘Sustainable Intensiﬁcation: Intensiﬁcation
or Ecologization’, a debate moderated by Pablo Tittonell, professor
in the Farming Systems Ecology
Group at WUR. Miguel Altieri, professor of Agroecology at Berkeley,
University of California, and Martin van Ittersum, professor of Plant
Production Systems at WUR, will
challenge their views on the future
of food production. Date: Thursday, 25 April, 16.00 to 17.30, Forum, C214, drinks afterwards.

Run-Bike-Run at De Bongerd
The annual Thymos Run-Bike-Run
is a duathlon on Friday, 17 May at
18.30, open to both students and
non-students. The event consists
of a 5 km run followed by a 20 km
cycling leg and a 2.5 km run. This
year, there is both a competition
class and a recreational class. It is
also possible to register as a pair
with one doing the running and the
other doing the 20 km by bike.

OtherWise presents: Smallholders
and Palm oil production
Palm oil certiﬁcation should ensure fair and sustainable palm oil
production. However, many smallholder farmers are excluded from
the market or lose access to their
land. How can these smallholders
have a voice in the system? Sakti
Hutabarat (Lecturer at Riau University in Indonesia and PhD student
at Wageningen University) will

MORE INFORMATION: WWW.STICHTINGRUW.NL

Join in with the spring rowing!
Spring has ﬁnally arrived at Argo.
On 7 May we will mark the start of
spring with a party open to all in
our new building. In the four
weeks after that, you can try out
rowing with Argo. So register via
the link below and have a go at rowing. We look forward to seeing
you at the spring party on 7 May.
INFO: WWW.WSR-ARGO.NL/LENTEPERIODE

INFO AND REGISTRATION: WWW.SWUTHYMOS.NL

parties
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie.
Check www.wageningenup.nl for
all parties.
Friday 3 May, 23.00

HET GAT: MENTAL THEO
Fans of hard house will be able to
enjoy a serious evening’s worth of
music with DJ Mental Theo on Friday 3 May in Café Het Gat. Tickets
cost 10 euros and are available
from Jojo’s café, Bevrijdingsstraat
7, and Het Gat.
More on page 31
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Win € 500.000,-

met jouw groene businessplan!
Wi nn aa r 2010

Win nar es vor ig jaa r

Wi nn aa r 2011

Heb jij een innovatief idee waar de wereld groener,
duurzamer en beter van wordt? Doe dan mee met de
Postcode Lottery Green Challenge. Wie weet win jij
€ 500.000,- voor het realiseren van je plan!

www.greenchallenge.info

Forum Irregular Opening Hours
in May 2013
2013

The Building

The Library

Student Desk

WURshop

Restaurant

Grand Café

Wageningen
in'to Languages

9 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Friday

10 May

8 am - 11 pm

8 am - 10 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

11 am - 1.30 pm

Closed

Saturday

11 May

10 am - 6 pm

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Sunday

12 May

10 am - 6 pm

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Friday

17 May

8 am - 11 pm

8 am - 10 pm

9 am - 1 pm

9 am - 2 pm

10 am - 2 pm

8 am - 5.30 pm

Closed

Saturday

18 May

10 am - 6 pm

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Whit Sunday

19 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Whit Monday

20 May

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Thursday
Ascension Day

During working hours, the building is open to the public. After working hours, entrance is only possible with a WUR card.
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Continued from page 29

agenda

Saturday 4 May, 24.00

Sunday 28 April, 15.30

JUNUSHOFF, WAGENINGEN.
UNITAS LIBERATION PARTY

CONCERT BY ROLLO MARKEE &
THE TAILSHAKERS

On 4 May we commemorate the
victims and on 5 May we celebrate
our freedom! The Liberation party
will start after the Remembrance
of the Dead on the stroke of midnight, in Junushoﬀ theatre. You
won’t want to miss this annual
event! Doors open 24.00 to 1.30;
admission 5 euros.

Bluesclub XXL is organizing a concert by the British swing-blues band
Rollo Markee & the Tailshakers in
Café XL. Admission: 12.50 euros.

Sunday 5 May, 13.00

LIBERATION FESTIVAL
Wageningen’s biggest festival is
the day when we celebrate our
freedom. The town will be ﬁlled
with a variety of stages where performers and DJs will be providing
the music. With names such as
Gers Pardoel, Trijntje Oosterhuis,
Memphis Maniacs, Chris Hordijk
and Handsome Poets, the Liberation Festival is bound to be one of
the most enjoyable days of the
year again! Free admission.

MORE INFORMATION: WWW.BLUESCLUB-XXL.COM

Wednesday 15 May, 20.00

SOCIAL MEDIA & RELATIONSHIPS
The philosopher and bestseller author Joke Hermsen will be talking
about Social Media & Relationships
at SSR-W as part of the Grand Philosophy Tour. It is important in
these individualistic times to seek
contact with yourself, others and
the world around you. Social media play a key role in this process.
Facebook means we are never alone and always have the latest
news about others, but do we really still have time for each other?
And what are the implications of
social media for our relationships?
INFO: WWW.SPC-INTHEWORLD.COM

Wageningen UR zoekt:
Teamleider secretariaat
AFSG Food & Biobased Research, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-BBP-0009

Software Ontwikkelaar Informatiesystemen
AFSG Food & Biobased Research, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-FFC-0032

Onderzoeker Consument en Gedrag
AFSG Food & Biobased Research, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-FFC-0033

PhD Kankerepidemiologie
AFSG Humane Voeding, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: AFSG-HNE-0035

Onderzoekmedewerker
ESG Centrum Ecosystemen, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: ESG ECO-0123

Hoofd Documentmanagement &amp; Logistics
FB Document Management & Logistics, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: FB-0002-15

Commercieel ingesteld ecologisch onderzoeker
IMARES Afdeling Delta, Yerseke
Vacaturenummer: IMA Delta0013

Hoofd van de afdeling Visserij
IMARES Afdeling Visserij, IJmuiden
Vacaturenummer: 0015-5

PhD position: Regulation of leaf growth and development by
TCP transcription factors

!
Don’t forget
Register till
May 8!

WeDay
Registration from
April 2 till May 8

May 14

|

PSG Bioscience, Plant Research International, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: PSG-BIOS-0013

Lecturer in Management Studies
SSG Bedrijfskunde, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: SSG-MST-0008

Projectcontroller
SSG LEI F&C, Den Haag
Vacaturenummer: SSG-LEI-FC-0002

Coördinator Financiële Administratie
SSG LEI F&C, Den Haag
Vacaturenummer: SSG-LEI-FC-0003

Promovendus Jeugdzorg en Sport

2013

An afternoon packed with sport and activities, providing
a sporting encounter with your colleagues. By popular
demand, another round of the Battle of Wageningen UR.
www.intranet.wur.nl/en/people/voorzieningen/weday

SSG Gezondheid en maatschappij, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: SSG-G&M-0005

PhD position: Organizing small high value-added food producers
in China
SSG Ontwikkelingseconomie, Wageningen en China
Vacaturenummer: SSG-DEC-0002

Onderwijsassistent
VHL Wageningse opleidingen, Wageningen
Vacaturenummer: VHL WO0017
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ILLUSTRATION: HENK VAN RUITENBEEK

>>TYPICAL DUTCH

The art of science
I am a science student, so making art is the last thing in my mind. However, now I live in the
Netherlands, I see art everywhere. One surprising canvas is the laboratory coat. I have seen all
kinds of drawings on them. Far too creative to stop short at writing their names on them, students
go to great lengths to paint something on their lab coats. They are adorned with clouds, a pi symbol, ﬂowers or dragons.

It could be because the colour of the lab coat is so plain that it invites creativity. According to my
Dutch friend, the real reason is to be able to tell your lab coat apart from the others. But I think it
is more than that. To me, it looks as though the art expresses passion and a lot of work goes into
it. It looks like a show of individuality, a statement about who you are and what you like, a
glimpse of the different side of you. So far, I really love looking at them and I have plans to adorn
my lab coat one day with some art showing things I love. Two of which are Harry Potter and
lipsticks.
In my country, Malaysia, this art form is unheard-of. Science students are known to be nerdy and
dull when it comes to studying. In fact the idea of painting on my own lab coat has never crossed
my mind. To me a white coat was supposed to protect you from harm from contact with
hazardous material in the lab. But of course people have so many ways of expressing themselves.
Maybe a little art on our own lab coats could take the dullness out of everyday lab work. Yay to
freedom to display art everywhere! Fatimah Yusoff, MSc student of Plant Biotechnology

In Holland a lab
coat is not just
protective clothing;
it is a statement
about who you are

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it brieﬂy. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn ﬁfty euro and Dutch candy.
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